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• Bring the chicken to room temperature by taking it out of the fridge about 
1 hour before your class. Unwrap it and dry it well. 

 
 
HAINAN CHICKEN RICE (serves 4 to 6) 
Recipe by KATHRYN JOEL 
 
Chicken 
1 small (4 lb or less) chicken 
12 cups water, or to cover by an inch 
Kosher salt and white pepper 
4 green onions cleaned and trimmed 
1 inch ginger, thickly sliced 
1 pandan leaf (optional) knotted (optional) 
2 star anise 
Stems of 1 bunch cilantro 
 
Rice 
2 cups jasmine rice 
2 ½ cups reserved chicken broth (from poaching the chicken) 
4 cloves garlic 
2 shallots, chopped 
1 stalk lemongrass, trimmed and smashed with the back of a knife 
2 pandan leaves, knotted (optional), or use bay leaves 
Salt to taste 
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Broth 
Reserved poaching broth 
Rock sugar to taste 
2 tbsp Soy Sauce and salt, to taste 
1 tbsp sesame oil, to taste 
White pepper, to taste 
 
To Serve 
Sweet Dark Soy Sauce (recipe below  
Chili Sauce (recipe below), or use Sambal 
Ginger Green Onion Sauce (recipe below) 
Cilantro 
Green onions, sliced 
 
Chicken 
• Trim any fat from around the cavities of the chicken, and set it aside (you’ll render 

it off to cook the rice). 
• Season the chicken with salt, and massage it into the skin vigorously to smooth 

out the skin. 
• Season the chicken with white pepper. 
• In a large pot, bring the water to a boil, seasoning it lightly with salt and adding 

the green onions, ginger, star anise, cilantro stems, and pandan leaf. 
• Arrange the chicken in the boiling water, breast side up, and return to a simmer 

then cook for 10 minutes at a simmer. Top up the water if the chicken isn’t fully 
submerged and once the water returns to a boil lift the chicken to pour out the 
cooler water in it’s cavity. 

• After simmering for 10 minutes, turn off the heat and cover the pot. Leave the 
chicken in the hot water for another 45 minutes or until the breast registers 155 
F, and the legs register 165 F, with an instant read thermometer. cover with water 
by an inch, ensuring that the chicken is completely submerged.  

• Prepare an ice bath for the chicken then once it is fully cooked, remove it from the 
pot, reserving the chicken broth, and plunge it into the ice bath. Leave the chicken 
in the ice bath for 10 minutes, then remove and dry it well. 

• To serve, break down and slice the chicken, separating the white and dark meat. 
 
Rice 
• Meanwhile, use a mortar and pestle to pound together the garlic, shallots and 

ginger together with a generous pinch of salt. 
• Gently heat the chicken fat in a wok or a large pot, and allow it to render. 
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• Once the chicken fat has rendered, add the pounded aromatics and cook until 
fragrant.  

• Add the rice, and stir to coat it in the fat and aromatics. Cook stirring for a minute 
or two. 

• Add 2 ½ cups of the reserved chicken broth and bring to a boil, together with the 
pandan leaf, lemongrass stalk and salt to taste. Stir then cover and reduce the 
heat. Cook for 20 minutes then turn of the heat and allow to steam for another 10 
minutes. Alternatively, transfer to a rice cooker and cook according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions using the reserved broth. 

 
Broth 
• Strain the aromatics from the reserved broth and discard. Season the strained 

broth to taste with soy sauce, salt, rock sugar and sesame oil. 
• Bring to a simmer to serve in individual bowls together with the chicken and rice. 
 
To Serve 
• To serve, arrange the cooked rice on a serving platter and top with the sliced 

chicken. 
• Drizzle some of the sweet dark soy sauce over the chicken, then garnish with 

cilantro and sliced green onions. 
• Serve with the broth ladled into individual bowls, and the Chili Sauce, Ginger 

Green Onion Sauce and remaining Sweet Dark Soy Sauce passed separately. 
 
 
SWEET DARK SOY SAUCE 
Recipe by KATHRYN JOEL 
 
½ cup dark soy sauce 
½ cup water 
4 to 5 chunks rock sugar, or use granulated sugar, to taste 
 
• In a small pot, combine the water and sugar and bring to a simmer over a medium 

heat. Stir until the sugar has dissolved. 
• Add the dark soy sauce, stirring to combine. 
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GINGER SCALLION SAUCE 
Recipe by KATHRYN JOEL 
 
1 cup green onions, thinly sliced 
¼ cup ginger, peeled and finely chopped 
2 tbsp neutral oil, grapeseed or canola 
1 tbsp Fish Sauce, or to taste 
1 tsp sugar, or to taste 
Salt and white pepper to taste 
 
• In a skillet, heat the oil then add the green onions and ginger, immediately turning 

off the heat and stirring until they stop sizzling. 
• Transfer to a bowl, and season with the fish sauce, sugar, salt and white pepper, 

to taste. 
 
 
CHILI SAUCE 
 
6 red chilis, you can use Thai chilis or milder Fresnos depending on your heat 
preference 
3 inch piece of ginger, peeled and chopped 
3 cloves garlic, peeled and chopped 
Juice of 1 lime 
1 tsp rice vinegar, or use white vinegar 
½ tsp sesame oil 
3-5 tbsp chicken broth, from poaching the chicken 
Salt and sugar to taste 
 
• In a mortar and pestle, pound together the garlic, chilis and ginger, adding a 

generous pinch of salt, or use a mini blender. 
• Add the lime juice, vinegar and sesame oil to taste. 
• Add chicken broth to achieve a saucy consistency. 
• Season to taste with salt and sugar. 
 
 
EQUIPMENT 

Cutting boards and knives 
Measuring cups and spoons 
Large pot with lid, for chicken 
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Large bowl for ice bath 
Mixing bowls 
Instant read thermometer 
Mortar & Pestle, or mini blender 
Wok and rice cooker, or pot with lid, for rice 
Ladle for broth 
Small pots and skillets for sauces 


